
Within this content:
 T Minor version refers to 

Hazelcast IMDG X.Y, e.g., 3.12

 T Patch version refers to 
Hazelcast IMDG X.Y.Z, e.g., 
3.12.1

 T Major version refers to the 
“X” of Hazelcast IMDG X.Y

 T Codebase version refers to 
the Hazelcast binary version 
on which the member 
executes, e.g., when running 
on “hazelcast-3.12.jar”, your 
member’s codebase version 
is 3.12.0

 T Cluster version refers to the 
“major.minor” version at 
which the cluster operates; 
this ensures that the 
cluster members are able 
to communicate using the 
same cluster protocol and 
determines the feature set 
exposed by the cluster.

Java Versions

Hazelcast IMDG 3.12 and Management Center 3.12 require Java Runtime 
Environment 1.8 or later.

Upgrading Patch Versions

For all Hazelcast IMDG versions, a patch version of a minor version is 
compatible with all the other patch versions of that minor version. For 
example, the cluster members of 3.12.1, 3.12.3 or 3.12.8 are all compatible. 
That is, the members of these patch versions can talk to each other and you 
can perform a rolling upgrade on these versions of Hazelcast IMDG (from X.Y.Z 
to X.Y.Z+n), without having to bring the cluster down.

Due to this flexibility, we say the cluster version is X.Y and the codebase version 
is X.Y.Z.

Upgrading Minor Versions

For Hazelcast IMDG Enterprise Versions Prior to 3.8, and for all 
Open Source Hazelcast IMDG Versions

For these versions, upgrading minor versions (from X.Y to X.Y+1) of 
cluster members must be performed all at once. This requires a scheduled 
maintenance window to bring the cluster down. Here is the procedure for this 
kind of upgrade:

1. Schedule a window for cluster maintenance

2. Start the maintenance window

3. Stop all cluster members

4. Update Hazelcast IMDG libraries on all cluster member hosts

5. Restart all cluster members

6. Return the cluster to service

With Hazelcast IMDG 3.8 and later, the Enterprise Rolling Upgrade feature 
enables upgrades to occur without any downtime.

How-To Guide for Upgrading 
Hazelcast IMDG

How-To Guide

https://hazelcast.com/
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Hazelcast IMDG Enterprise 3.8 and Later

Starting with Hazelcast IMDG 3.8, minor version upgrades (from X.Y to X.Y+1) of the cluster members can be 
performed using a Rolling Upgrade, which is a Hazelcast IMDG Enterprise feature. Here’s the procedure to perform 
a rolling upgrade of a Hazelcast IMDG 3.11 cluster to 3.12.

Assume a cluster with four members running on codebase version 3.11.0 with cluster version 3.11 that should be 
upgraded to codebase version 3.12.1 and cluster version 3.12. The rolling upgrade process for this cluster, i.e., 
replacing existing 3.11.1 members one by one with an upgraded version 3.12.1, includes the following steps which 
should be repeated for each member:

1. Gracefully shut down an existing 3.11.1 member.

2. Wait until all partition migrations are completed; during migrations, membership changes (member joins or 
removals) are not allowed.

3. Upgrade the member to the new 3.12.1 Hazelcast binaries.

4. Start the member and wait until it joins the cluster. You should see something like the following in your logs (IP 
addresses details may be different):

 ...
 INFO: [192.168.2.2]:5701 [cluster] [3.12.1] Hazelcast 3.11 (20170630 - a67dc3a) starting at 
[192.168.2.2]:5701
 ...
 INFO: [192.168.2.2]:5701 [cluster] [3.12.1] Cluster version set to 3.11

The version in brackets ([3.12.1]) denotes the member’s codebase version (running on the hypothetical “hazelcast-
3.12.1.jar” binary). Once the member locates the existing cluster members, it sends its join request to the cluster. 
The cluster validates that the new member is allowed to join the cluster and lets the new member know that the 
cluster is currently operating on the 3.11 cluster version. The new member sets 3.11 as its cluster version and starts 
operating normally.

Repeat the above 4 steps until all the members have been upgraded.

At this point all members of the cluster have been upgraded to codebase version 3.12.1 but the cluster still 
operates at cluster version 3.11. In order to use 3.12 features, the cluster version must be changed to 3.12, which 
we explain next.

Upgrading the Cluster Version

There are three ways to upgrade the cluster version:

 T Using Management Center
 T Using the cluster.sh script
 T Enabling auto-upgrades using system properties

See also the Rolling Member Upgrades chapter in the Hazelcast IMDG Reference Manual to learn more about 
upgrading the cluster version.

Using Management Center

Note that Management Center must be upgraded before upgrading the cluster version. See the section below on 
how to upgrade the Management Center.

1. Open the Rolling Upgrade tab to perform a Rolling Upgrade and change the cluster’s version.

2. Enter the group name/password of the cluster and the version you want to upgrade to, and click on the Change 
Version button.

3. You will be notified when the operation succeeds.

https://docs.hazelcast.org/docs/latest/manual/html-single/#rolling-member-upgrades
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Using the cluster.sh Script 
To change the cluster version to X.Y, `cd` into the `bin` directory of the Hazelcast IMDG distribution package, use 
the following command:

 ./cluster.sh -o change-cluster-version -v X.Y -a <ip-address-of-any-member> -p <member’s-tcp-
port> -g <group-name> -P <group-password>

The cluster version is always in the major.minor format, e.g., 3.12. Using other formats results in a failure. 
Currently, this script is not supported on Microsoft Windows.

Enabling Auto-Upgrades 
The cluster can automatically upgrade its version. As soon as it detects that all its members have a version higher 
than the current cluster version, it will upgrade the cluster version to match it. This feature is disabled by default 
and to enable it, set the system property hazelcast.cluster.version.auto.upgrade.enabled to true.

Additional important detail: as you’re shutting down and upgrading the members one by one, when you shut down 
the last one, all the members in the remaining cluster have the newer version, but you don’t want the auto-upgrade 
to kick in before you have successfully upgraded the last member as well. To avoid this we provide another system 
property: hazelcast.cluster.version.auto.upgrade.min.cluster.size. You should set it to the size of your 
cluster, and then Hazelcast will wait for the last member to join before it can proceed with the auto-upgrade.

Upgrading Management Center

Management Center is compatible with the previous minor version of Hazelcast IMDG, starting with version 3.9. For 
example, Management Center 3.12 works with both Hazelcast IMDG 3.11 and 3.12. To change your cluster version 
to 3.12, you need Management Center 3.12.

The process for upgrading the Management Center is as follows:

1. Stop the current Management Center instance
2. Update the Management Center binary
3. Restart Management Center

Note: Management Center settings from earlier versions may not be migrated automatically to the new version. If 
this is the case, you will be prompted to create a user on starting Management Center.

Upgrading Hazelcast IMDG Libraries on Clients

For versions of Hazelcast IMDG 3.6 and later, Hazelcast IMDG supports upgrading clients with different minor 
versions. For example, Hazelcast IMDG 3.11.x clients will work with Hazelcast IMDG version 3.12.x. 

Where compatibility is guaranteed, the procedure for updating Hazelcast IMDG libraries on clients is as follows:

1. Take any number of clients out of service
2. Update the Hazelcast IMDG libraries on each client
3. Restart each client
4. Continue this process until all clients are updated
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